
AN INTRODUCTION ON ESFAHAN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CITY IN THE

COUNTRY OF IRAN

The traveler Mag introduce the 50 Most Beautiful Cities in the World and Today , it's is one of the country's largest
metropolises, and has wide.

The annual Golab-giri ceremony of Kashan attracts huge crowds to the city every year. Generally, every
season you choose to travel to Iran you can enjoy its extraordinary attractions, because the weather is not too
hot or too cold to make you miss the joy of its spectacles. Do you know where the hottest place on Earth is?
Furthermore, it is home to the tallest mountain in the country, Damavand, which has made it an alluring
destination for ski lovers. It is a m tall tower with an iwan-style arc that is one of the important landmarks of
the city. It is a temple remained from an ancient city named Dur Untash which dates back to Elamite era, BC.
This mosque also considered being the most beautiful in Iran. No Iran tour package is complete without a visit
to this grand city. The beautiful Yazd with its adobe houses is a forest of wind towers. Naghsh-e Jahan square
is one of the most beautiful places in Iran and one of the biggest squares in the world. Also, a big opportunity
and chance that locals will treat you with some cups of tea. The best time to visit this city is the end of summer
because of the mild weather. Golestan palace How useful was this post? The woods have been processed to
resist termite and decay. The Present Day Isfahan Isfahan has achieved a significant growth and development
in the past decades. This fact has led to its playing a central role in the history of not only the Middle East but
also the whole of Asia and indeed the whole world. Every taxi driver knows this place. A wind coming from
the west keeps blowing throughout the summer. Pin it! Under the Parthians, Arsacid governors administered
the provinces of the nation from Isfahan, and the city's urban development accelerated to accommodate the
needs of a capital city. One of its main attractions is the existence of an old district in the center of the city,
which has remained untouched and has retained its original form for many centuries. Let me save you a search
on the web, it is the Lut Desert in Iran. It is located in the Persian Gulf and is the biggest land mass of the gulf
as well. Vank Cathedral. However it has never lost any of its character. You can find a Tabriz travel guide in
most shops in the city to help you navigate through its many places of interest. Isfahan has one of the largest
steel-producing facilities in the region, as well as facilities for producing special alloys. In addition, the new
payment system in Iran, Mah Card , makes things much easier for tourists. Pasargadae city was established by
Cyrus the Great and then became his resting place. Si-o-Seh Pol bridge. The Turkish conqueror and founder of
the Seljuq dynasty , Toghril Beg , made Isfahan the capital of his domains in the midth century; but it was
under his grandson Malik-Shah I r. Dasht-e Kavir desert 


